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Linguistic and social 
constraints on the variable 
palatalization of alveolar 
stops by derived [i] in a 
variety of Brazilian 
Portuguese  

In this paper we analyze the variable regressive palatalization of /t, d/ in a 

variety of Brazilian Portuguese (BP) in contact with Italian dialects. We fol-

low Coetzee’s (2016) assumptions regarding the distinctive effects of gram-

matical and non-grammatical factors on the grammar. The aim of the study 

is to test such claims with Noisy-HG (BOERSMA; PATER, 2008; COETZEE, 

2012; 2016; COETZEE; KAWAHARA, 2013). Palatalization in BP affects /t, d/ 

and it is triggered by a following underived /i/ (t/i/jolo ‘brick’, d/i/nheiro 

‘money’) or derived [i] from /e/ in unstressed word positions (t/e/atro → 

t[i]atro ‘theater’, nád/e/ga → nád[i]ga ‘buttock’). We focus on palatalization 

triggered by derived [i]. Besides tokens of non-palatalized consonant plus 

non-raised vowel ([te]atro, ná[de]ga) and of palatalized consonant plus 

raised vowel ([ʧi]atro, ná[ʤi]ga), the data set comprises tokens of non-pala-

talized consonant plus raised vowel ([ti]atro, ná[di]ga), an innovation of the 

analysis regarding prior studies (BATTISTI; DORNELLES FILHO, 2010; 

GUTIERRES; BATTISTI; DORNELLES FILHO, 2018). The data were extracted 

from sociolinguistic interviews by Battisti et al. (2007). The linguistic con-

straints interacting in the grammar of palatalization come from Battisti and 
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Dornelles Filho (2010). The analysis demonstrates that a non-grammatical 

factor as ‘place of residence’ works as a scaling factor on faithfulness con-

straints, moving their weights up or down and so affecting the variable rais-

ing of /e/, a process that feeds palatalization. 

Neste artigo, analisamos a palatalização regressiva variável de /t, d/ em 

uma variedade de português brasileiro (PB) em contato com dialetos italia-

nos. Seguimos a proposta de Coetzee (2016) de que restrições linguísticas 

e sociais operam sobre a gramática, porém com efeitos distintos. O obje-

tivo do artigo é testar tal proposta com o algoritmo Noisy-HG (BOERSMA; 

PATER, 2008; COETZEE, 2012; 2016; COETZEE; KAWAHARA, 2013). A pala-

talização em PB afeta /t, d/ e é desencadeada por vogal /i/ não derivada 

(t/i/jolo, d/i/nheiro) ou [i] derivada de /e/ em posições átonas (t/e/atro 

→ t[i]atro, nád/e/ga → nád[i]ga). Nosso foco é a palatalização desencade-

ada por vogal [i] derivada. Além de ocorrências de consoante não palatali-

zada mais vogal não elevada ([te]atro, ná[de]ga) e de consoante palatali-

zada mais vogal elevada ([ʧi]atro, ná[ʤi]ga), o conjunto de dados compre-

ende ocorrências de consoante não palatalizada mais vogal elevada 

([ti]atro, ná[di]ga), uma inovação da análise em relação a estudos anterio-

res (BATTISTI; DORNELLES FILHO, 2010; GUTIERRES; BATTISTI; DOR-

NELLES FILHO, 2018). Os dados foram extraídos de entrevistas sociolin-

guísticas por Battisti et al. (2007). As restrições linguísticas em interação 

na gramática de palatalização vêm de Battisti e Dornelles Filho (2010). A 

análise mostra que um fator não gramatical como ‘local de residência’ 

opera como um fator escalar sobre restrições de fidelidade, movimen-

tando seus pesos para cima e para baixo e assim afetando a elevação variá-

vel de /e/, processo cujo resultado alimenta a palatalização. 

Phonological variation. Constraint-based models. Noisy-HG. Brazilian Por-

tuguese. Palatalization of alveolar stops.

Variação fonológica. Modelos baseados em restrições. Noisy-HG. Portu-

guês Brasileiro. Palatalização de oclusivas alveolares. 
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Introduction 
 

In most of Portuguese varieties spoken in Brazil, the variable palatalization of alveolar stops turns conso-

nants /t, d/ into affricates [ʧ, ʤ] when followed by a high front vowel, either underived /i/ (t/i/jolo →  

[ʧ]ijolo ‘brick’, d/i/nheiro → [ʤ]inheiro ‘money’) or derived [i] from /e/ in unstressed word positions 

(lei./te/ → lei.[ʧɪ] ‘milk’; on./de/ → on[ʤɪ] ‘where’). Although the process is virtually categorical in half of 

the capital cities in the country (CARDOSO et al., 2014), it applies at different rates in the diverse Brazilian 

speech communities. It affects /t/ more often than /d/, and it is more frequently triggered by the un-

derived high vowel than by the derived one (BATTISTI; DORNELLES FILHO, 2009; 2010).  

One can find this pattern in the speech community of interest in this paper, Antônio Prado, a 

small Brazilian city founded by Italian immigrants in Rio Grande do Sul, a state in the southern of 

Brazil. According to Battisti et al. (2007), both linguistic and social factors affect the process: Brazilian 

Portuguese (BP) spoken in Antônio Prado exhibits moderate rates of palatalization, higher in the 

urban area than in the rural area, where BP is still in contact with Italian dialects 1.  

Even though variable processes as palatalization in BP have been conceived as an inherent fea-

ture of natural languages (LABOV, 1972), conditioned by both linguistic and social factors, solely re-

cently have they gained attention by generative scholars in constraint-based approaches that model 

variation by means of numerical weights (ANTTILA, 1997; ANTTILA; CHO, 1998; BOERSMA, 1998; BO-

ERSMA; HAYES, 2001; BOERSMA; PATER, 2008; COETZEE, 2012; 2016; COETZEE; KAWAHARA, 2013). 

Constraint-based approaches assume that grammar is a parallel system of universal constraints of 

two kinds, faithfulness and markedness constraints, that is, constraints that protect input forms 

from change and constraints that require change in input forms2, respectively. The way languages 

are structured is determined by the interaction of faithfulness and markedness constraints in con-

straint rankings (PRINCE; SMOLENSKY, 2004).  

Constraint-based theories and any formal models of linguistic analysis face the same challenge 

when modeling language variation: handling the effects of social factors. That is why those models 

have focused exclusively on the internal aspects of variable processes. Coetzee and Kawahara (2013) 

and Coetzee’s (2012; 2016) are relatively recent attempts to approach both internal and non-internal 

factors with constraint-based models. They propose a grammar-dominant model to analyze the ef-

fects of grammatical and non-grammatical factors on linguistic variation: grammatical factors de-

termine the scope of variation, and non-grammatical factors play a role in determining the frequency 

with which the forms are variably produced. In other words: phonology drives variation and social 

aspects are responsible for the diffusion of variable forms. One of the aims of the present study is to 

 
1 The relevant effect of that contact on BP is the preservation of unstressed /e/ from being raised to [i]. Such preservation con-

strains palatalization. 

 

2 Kager (1999, p. 9) explains that “markedness constraints require that output forms meet some criterion of structural well-formed-

ness”. 
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test such claims with Noisy Harmonic Grammar (BOERSMA; PATER, 2008; COETZEE, 2012; 2016; 

COETZEE; KAWAHARA, 2013), examining palatalization in BP spoken in Antônio Prado (BP-AP). 

Another aim of the present paper is to take a step further on a constraint-based approach to pal-

atalization in BP-AP and analyze variable palatalization in the environment of derived [i] only. Besides 

tokens of non-palatalized consonant plus non-raised vowel ([te]atro ‘theater’, ná[de]ga ‘buttock’) and 

of palatalized consonant plus raised vowel ([ʧi]atro, ná[ʤi]ga), the data set comprises tokens of non-

palatalized consonant plus raised vowel ([ti]atro, ná[di]ga), an innovation of the analysis regarding prior 

studies (BATTISTI; DORNELLES FILHO, 2010; GUTIERRES; BATTISTI; DORNELLES FILHO, 2018).3 It is 

a subset of the 26,600 tokens extracted from sociolinguistic interviews by Battisti et al. (2007). The 

analysis of that specific subset is needed because, according to Battisti and Hermans (2008, p. 281),  

 

Most of the data (17,054) involve unstressed mid vowels candidate to be raised to [i], but the frequency 

of application of the rule [of palatalization] in that environment is solely 13%. The environment itself 

does not favor palatalization (0.23 relative weight). Although in many Brazilian speech varieties the 

reduction is very frequent, thus creating a context for palatalization, vowel reduction is not high in 

Antônio Prado. And reduced vowels do not always palatalize the consonant. For example, in addition 

to [i’dade] ‘age’, with [e], a variant with a reduced and devoiced vowel [i] ([i’dadi]) can also occur, but 

without palatalization. [Translated by the authors]
4.  

 
 

Battisti and Hermans (2008) refer to Roveda (1998) to explain the low rate of raising (reduction) 

of unstressed /e/ in BP-AP: in most of the communities located in the old Italian immigration area 

of the state of Rio Grande do Sul, BP is still in contact with Italian dialects, especially in rural areas. 

The consequence of such contact would be the preservation of /e/ from vowel raising in Portuguese 

due to the influence of Italian's morphological system (in which the quality of the final-word vowel 

is distinctive). Besides that, a brief inspection of the Battisti and Hermans (2008) BP-AP data set, 

considering solely tokens of /t, d/ followed by unstressed /e/ to which palatalization did not apply, 

suggested that the rates of preservation of /e/ (i.e., non-application of the raising rule) should be 

much higher than the rates of raising of /e/ to [i] in BP-AP.   

With that being said, this paper seeks answers to two primary questions:  

 

a) Regarding the comprehensive constraint-based model by Coetzee and Kawahara (2013) 

and Coetzee (2016), which uses Noisy Harmonic Grammar (Noisy-HG) to bring together 

 
3 Prior studies coded tokens of the two kinds (non-palatalized consonant plus non-raised vowel ([te]atro ‘theater’, ná[de]ga ‘but-

tock’) + non-palatalized consonant plus raised vowel ([ti]atro, ná[di]ga)) as non-application of palatalization, contrasting the sum of 

non-palatalized tokens to the palatalized ones ([ʧi]atro, ná[ʤi]ga) in a binary opposition. 

  

4 No original: A maior parte dos dados (17.054) envolve vogais médias átonas candidatas a [i], mas a frequência de aplicação da regra 

[de palatalização] naquele ambiente é de apenas 13%. O ambiente em si desfavorece a palatalização (0,23 de peso relativo). Embora 

em vários falares brasileiros a redução seja muito frequente, assim criando contexto para a palatalização, a redução vocálica não é 

alta em Antônio Prado. E vogais reduzidas nem sempre palatalizam a consoante. Por exemplo, além de [i’dade], com [e], uma variante 

com uma vogal reduzida e desvozeada [ɪ] ([i’dadɪ]) também pode ocorrer, mas sem palatalização. 
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social and linguistic factors that co-determine phonological processes: is the model 

able to express the different contribution of grammatical and non-grammatical factors 

to the variable palatalization of /t, d/ in BP-AP?  

 

b) Concerning the observed frequencies of palatalization of /t, d/ in the environment of 

unstressed /e/ from which [i] can derive in BP-AP, how could one model the contribu-

tion of a non-grammatical factor such as ‘place of residence’ to the process? 

 
 

The paper is structured as follows: after this Introduction, section 1 ‘Variation in constraint-based 

models’ briefly reviews some core ideas of Optimality Theory – OT (PRINCE; SMOLENSKY, 2004) and 

its developments, and discusses its potential to handle language variation5. Section 2 ‘Palatalization in 

Brazilian Portuguese’ reviews studies on palatalization of /t, d/ in BP and situates the present analysis. 

Section 3 ‘Methodological procedures’ explains the steps taken to conduct the study. Section 4 ‘Results 

and discussion’ presents and interprets the results. ‘Conclusion’ provides a final word considering the 

objectives of the paper and other related issues in terms of theory adequacy.  
 
 
 

1. Variation in constraint-based models 
 

Most phonological theories deal with the Chomskyan notion of I-language: phonology is part of an 

individual’s language competence. Variationist models, taking the I-language notion either explicitly 

or implicitly, work with facts about the E-language, that is, how an individual performs socially 

through language. Approaches that conjugate both internal and external aspects to describe lan-

guage were considered uncommon among phonological theories until quite recently.  

Anttila (1997) and Anttila and Cho (1998) have analyzed intraspeaker variation by combining 

partial/stratified ordering with universal constraints and constraint hierarchies. In these models, 

exemplified by the variable realization of plurals in Finnish and r-deletion in English, variation is 

expressed by means of partial/stratified grammars, since grammars are seen as a number of con-

straint strata: the strata are ordered in relation to one another, but the constraints in each stratum 

are not. In the literature, these models correspond to the ‘multiple grammars’ hypothesis, in which 

variation takes place depending on which grammar/stratum of constraints the speaker accesses 

when producing language.  

 
5 It is worth noticing that we refrain from presenting a detailed account of the foundational theoretical assumptions regarding the 

models presented in the paper. For more on that, the reader may refer to Battisti et al. (2007); Battisti and Dornelles Filho (2010); 

Coetzee (2014); Alves (2017); Gutierres and Dornelles Filho (2017); Gutierres, Battisti and Dornelles Filho (2018); or other related ref-

erences cited in the references section. 
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For example, in Figure 1, the constraints FAITH, ONSET and *CODA6 are ordered in three differ-

ent strata in dialects A, B and C. Each dialect contains three possible partial rankings,7 and each 

partial ranking corresponds to a possible output. Dialect A predicts neither r-insertion nor r-dele-

tion; dialect B predicts only r-deletion and dialect C predicts both r-insertion and r-deletion. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
                 

 

                    

 

 

Anttila and Cho (1998) model variation by means of combining multiple invariant grammars. Bo-

ersma (1998) and Boersma and Hayes (2001), on the other hand, come up with an integrated model 

for variation which conceives grammars no longer as a matter of discrete ordering, but as constraint 

overlap in a continuous scale. In this model, linguistic constraints are given numerical weights of 

two kinds: (i) ranking values, more or less fixed weights that determine the range of selection points; 

and (ii) selection points, which are variable weights that correspond to the spoken realization of 

speech within the ranking values. Selection points move forwards or backwards within the limits of 

the ranking values, and their potential overlap in the scale (in a range of 5 points forwards or back-

wards) indicates variation. This stochastic version of OT operates through a learning algorithm, the 

Grammar Learning Algorithm (GLA), whose processing is mediated by plasticity (1.0 default) and 

noise values (2.0 default), added to each speech event.  

In Figure 2, C1 is a constraint and C2 is another one. The numbers below the continuous line 

indicate the ranking values. The position of C1 and C2 displays their selection points in a particular 

moment of speech: C1, approximately 87, and C2, approximately 83. The common area between the 

two constraints (ranking values between 88 and 82) is where variation occurs, that is, the overlap 

region in the scale determines the range of variation that selection points might take. 

 
6 According to Archangeli (1997), these constraints can be read as follows: Faith(fulness): the output form must be identical to the 

input form; Onset: syllables begin with a consonant; *Coda (or NoCoda): syllables end with a vowel. 

 

7 In OT, a set of hierarchically ranked constraints C1 >> C2 >> …Cn evaluates a set of output candidates. In the schematic represen-

tation, C1 is the highest-ranked constraint, meaning that violations to C1 are more relevant that to C2 and so on. 
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The stochastic language processing may be also expressed in harmonic grammars modelling. As 

it is for OT, Harmonic Grammar - HG8 (LEGENDRE; MIYATA; SMOLENSKY, 1990; COETZEE, 2012; 

2016; COETZEE; KAWAHARA, 2013) sees language structure as determined by the power of con-

straints. What differentiates the latter from the former is the manner by which variable outputs are 

selected in the grammar: while in OT some violations are not determinant to the selection of the 

optimal outputs (some weights do not play a part in determining the range of variation), in HG all 

violations matter to predict the harmony of each output in the grammar, considering the numerical 

weights assigned to the constraints. For each candidate, harmony is defined by the negative sum of 

the violated constraints multiplied by the number of violation marks. The most harmonic output is 

the one whose harmony is the highest in value (the least negative). Therefore, harmony expresses 

the relative well-formedness of candidate structures concerning the notion of optimization.  

In Figure 3, each constraint is assigned a numerical weight (W-to-S = 0.9 and ALIGN-R = 0.6)9. 

The number of violations for each candidate is demonstrated by the negative number in the tableau, 

and it is multiplied by the weight of the constraint the candidates violate. For instance, [bá.tan.ma] 

contains one violation in W-To-S (0.9) and two violations in ALIGN-R (0.6 x 2), which gives it the 

lowest harmony value of -2.1 (0.9 + 0.6 X 2). 

 
 

 
8 Harmonic Grammar is a conexionist-based language model similar to Optimality Theory. The primary theoretical difference be-

tween the two models relies on how language is processed and represented in the mind. For further discussion on this topic, see 

Gutierres and Dornelles Filho (2017).  

 

9 For McCarthy (2008, p. 226-227), these constraints, which refer to syllable weight in a language, can be read as follows: W-To-S: 

assign one violation mark for every unstressed heavy syllable; ALIGN-R: assign one violation mark for every instance of the morpho-

logical category whose right edge does not coincide with the right edge of some instance of the prosodic category (the head foot, 

in this case). 
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The three cited models illustrate existing constraint-based approaches to variable processes by 

means of constraint interaction. A problem is that the models successfully represent variation taking 

into account solely the grammatical factors that influence observed frequencies, not the non-gram-

matical factors. The inclusion of non-grammatical factors to the formal representation of grammar 

is a turning point to the theory, if/as long as the theory attempts to provide a more comprehensive 

framework of phonological variation.   

Even though suggestions have been previously made (OOSTENDORP, 1997; BOERSMA; HAYES, 

2001) to foster a generative model for variation, it is Coetzee (2009a; 2009b) that first attempted to 

develop a fully operational model of phonological variation in OT, followed by additional refinements 

in Noisy-HG (COETZEE, 2012; 2016; COETZEE; KAWAHARA, 2013). The Noisy-HG account for pho-

nological variation allows both grammatical and non-grammatical factors to contribute to variation, 

but in different ways: grammatical factors are implemented as universal linguistic constraints, main-

taining the basic property of HG, and non-grammatical factors act upon the movement of con-

straints up or down/forwards or backwards, influencing the frequency with which variable forms 

are observed, similarly to the Labovian approach (COETZEE, 2016, p. 215).  

That is to say that Coetzee (2016) formally demonstrates the contribution of social factors to 

variable phonological phenomena: the promotion and diffusion of variable processes, while the 

grammatical constraints direct variation. Oostendorp (2008, p. 13) himself states that this is “the only 

model that can be interpreted as a model of a variable grammar system”.  

This paper follows the latest development of Coetzee (2016) to model the variable palatalization 

in BP-AP. We assume Coetzee’s (2016) premise that social factors scale the weights of faithfulness 

constraints in the grammar and so variation is produced. The analysis aims to formally demonstrate 

the role performed by non-grammatical factors in phonological variation. The Methodological pro-

cedures section of the present paper will bring the model to more detail. 

The following section briefly describes the phenomenon of palatalization and the paths taken 

up to now in the analysis of the process in BP-AP. 
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2. Palatalization in Brazilian Portuguese 
 

In terms of structure, there is evidence that palatalization is intrinsically motivated across world 

languages by the internal structure of the segments (BATTISTI; HERMANS, 2020). Consonants /t, d/ 

are the most frequent targets of the process, vowel /i/ the most frequent trigger. Both typical trig-

ger and targets present a high degree of constriction (consonantality) and are maximally similar in 

terms of elements (identical manner and place of articulation). In BP, only full palatalization is li-

censed, the one that requires maximal identity between trigger and target.  

The variable regressive palatalization of /t, d/ in BP has been widely covered in different speech 

communities.10 Our focus in this section will be on BP-AP. General results of studies in Rio Grande 

do Sul will be just briefly mentioned.  

In Porto Alegre, the capital city of the state of Rio Grande do Sul (RS), the process is virtually 

categorical (over 90%) (KAMIANECKY, 2003) in both environments, of underived and derived trig-

gering high vowel. In other regions of RS, total proportions of rule application are diverse and not as 

high as in Porto Alegre (PIRES, 2003; PAULA, 2006; DUTRA, 2007; MATTÉ, 2009). BP-AP conforms to 

speech patterns other than the Porto Alegre one, as Battisti et al. (2007) verified. 

Linguistic research on the variable palatalization of the alveolar stops in BP-AP was first carried 

out by Battisti et al. (2007). Palatalization in this community displays moderate rates of rule applica-

tion (at about 30%). The authors conducted a variable rule analysis of 26,600 tokens of palatalization. 

They found that the process tends to be triggered by the underived high front vowel /i/and that it 

is constrained by the place of residence of the speakers (urban area favors palatalization, rural area 

refrains the process), among other factors.11 

Battisti and Dornelles Filho (2010), inspired by McCarthy (2008), developed a factorial typology 

to explain palatalization not only in BP-AP, but in the diverse BP varieties as well. From the factorial 

typology, they derive five patterns of variable rule application of palatalization of alveolar stops by 

the underived and the derived high front vowel12. The nearly 30% of application of palatalization in 

BP-AP is not evenly distributed among the patterns, as attested in the literature on palatalization in 

BP varieties such as in Mauri (2008), Dutra (2007), Paula (2006), Abaurre and Pagotto (2002), among 

others. The frequencies observed by Battisti and Dornelles Filho (2010) in BP-AP conform mostly to 

the first pattern (no palatalization whatsoever) and to the third pattern (palatalization restricted to 

 
10 See Battisti and Guzzo (2010) for a review of studies in speech communities of the states of Rio Grande do Sul and Santa Catarina. 

 

11 Besides “Place of residence” and “Nature of the triggering high vowel”, Battisti et. al. (2007) obtained significant statistical results 

for Age in every model of palatalization in BP-AP: young people favor palatalization, suggesting that palatalization is change in pro-

gress in Antônio Prado. We chose “place of residence” as the social variable to be analysed due to technical limitations of the model 

in running two social variables concomitantly. This is an issue that deserves further exploration in the future. 

 

12 They are: pattern #1 – palatalization does not apply; pattern #2 - palatalization applies solely in /ti/ → [ʧɪ] data; pattern #3 – 

palatalization applies only in /ti/ → [ʧɪ] and /di/ → [ʤɪ] data; pattern #4 - palatalization applies in /ti/ → [ʧɪ], /di/ → [ʤɪ] and 

/te/ → [ʧɪ] data; and pattern #5 – palatalization applies in all contexts.  
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the obstruents /t, d/ followed by non-derived high vowel /i/). These two patterns were then mod-

eled by the authors in Stochastic OT (BOERSMA; HAYES, 2001) in terms of implicational relations 

among the contexts. The implicational relations to palatalization state that, for example, there would 

not be a BP speech community in which palatalization manifests in [t] contexts and not in [d] con-

texts, since it tends to occur more often in contexts whose input is /t/ and less often in contexts 

whose input is /d/. The authors managed to successfully represent the linguistic constraint inter-

action in the grammars of palatalization in BP-AP, but not with the non-grammatical effect of a social 

variable such as “place of residence”, attested as a social conditioning factor in Battisti et al. (2007).  

The independence of the effects of grammatical and non-grammatical factors on the variable 

palatalization in BP-AP was tested by Gutierres, Battisti and Dornelles Filho (2018)13 by means of a 

harmonic algorithm implemented in ORTO14 (DORNELLES FILHO, 2014). The variable “place of resi-

dence” (rural or urban area) variable socially conditions the process of palatalization in the speech 

community and is implemented by the decrease or increment of numerical weights attributed to 

faithfulness constraints in the grammar. It has been demonstrated that depending on where the 

speakers live (in the rural or urban areas), the palatalization process is more or less likely to occur 

in the community. 

Research on palatalization in BP-AP conducted so far  provides us a quite clear picture of the 

process in BP-AP: it is variable; it is systematically conditioned by linguistic and non-linguistic fac-

tors; it appears to demonstrate some resistance to the application of the process when compared to 

the ways it manifests in other speech communities; its possible realizations in terms of formal mod-

elling have been pointed out through a factorial typology; its internal structure motivation has been 

made explicit (BATTISTI; HERMANS, 2020); and it has been represented in distinct constraint-based 

models (Stochastic OT, Harmonic Grammar) capable to cope with variation.  

An aspect of the palatalization process in BP-AP that has not been fully covered concerns the 

occurrence of a “third variant” that can be mapped from /te/ and /de/ inputs. It has a derived [i] 

that does not trigger palatalization, as shown in bold in Figure 4. 
  

 
13 The analysis of Battisti, Gutierres and Dornelles Filho (2018) considers both kinds of tokens (with underived /i/ and derived [i] as 

the triggering high vowel). The present study analyzes solely part of these tokens: data with the unstressed /e/ environment from 

which [i] can derive. Besides that, the present analysis distinguishes tokens in which /e/ is raised but does not palatalize alveolar 

stops ([ti]atro ‘theater’, ná[di]ga ‘buttock’) from tokens in which the vowel is raised and palatalizes the target consonants ([ʧi]atro, 

ná[ʤi]ga) as well as from tokens in which the vowel is not raised and does not palatalize the alveolar stops ([te]atro, ná[de]ga). 

 

14 ORTO stands for Ordenamento de Restrições na Teoria da Otimidade. It is a constraint ordering algorithm that selects candidates 

via the mechanisms of Harmonic Grammar. Constraints are assigned numerical weights and output candidates are attributed har-

monic values, depending on the number of violations committed in each constraint. Variation is manifested when the numerical 

distance between outputs’ harmonic values are lower than 1. 
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Figure 4 demonstrates that for each context [te] and [de] there is a faithful input /parte/ (‘part’) 

and /onde/ (‘where’), and three variable outputs, one faithful and two others unfaithful to the input, 

from left to right in the Outputs column: (i) no raising and no palatalization; (ii) raising and palatali-

zation; and (iii) raising but no palatalization.  

Assuming, then, (a) that palatalization interacts with the raising of /e/ in unstressed position and 

(b) that the non-grammatical factor of “place of residence” might be controlled over the weight of 

grammatical constraints, as proposed by Coetzee (2016), Gutierres, Battisti and Dornelles Filho (2018) 

tested hypotheses (a) and (b) in an analysis with ORTO (DORNELLES FILHO, 2014). The authors demon-

strated that there is a difference in the pattern of palatalization between rural and urban areas: the 

areas are distinctly affected by constraints *t[i] and *d[i] and by the scaling up and down of faithfulness 

constraints in patterns #1 (no palatalization at all) and #3 (palatalization of t/i/ and d/i/ tokens).15 

The analysis of Gutierres, Battisti and Dornelles Filho (2018) confirms what is stated by Coetzee 

(2016) in terms of the frequency in which the variants are observed in the two areas, resulting in 

different grammars for the same speech community; that is, it clarifies the role of non-grammatical 

factors in the grammars of palatalization in BP-AP. However, the analysis has two relevant limita-

tions: (i) “place of residence” was tested by dividing the corpus in two subsets of data, according to 

the area (urban and rural areas) – that was the way found to test the effect of the non-grammatical 

factor over grammar using ORTO; (ii) the analysis did not distinguish the third variant in the data 

set, as exemplified in Figure 4. The present analysis is an attempt to cope with those limitations. 

 

 

 

3. Methodological procedures 
 

The speech data here analyzed come from sociolinguistic interviews of BDSer (Banco de Dados da 

Serra Gaúcha “Gaucha Sierra Database”), a corpus belonging to the University of Caxias do Sul (UCS).  

Our database is a subset of the BP-AP sample of palatalization examined by Battisti et al. (2007). 

The first part of the analysis included hearing again seventeen 16 out of the forty-eight (17/48) 

 
15 *t[i] and *d[i] are both markedness constraints proposed by Battisti and Dornelles Filho (2010). In (6) ahead one sees that they 

penalize output forms with derived [i] which are not palatalized. 

 

16 This is the number of sociolinguistic interviews made available for us when the study was done. 

 

Contexts Input Outputs 

[te] /parte/ par[te] ~ par[ʧɪ] ~ par[tɪ] 

[de] /onde/ on[de] ~ on[ʤɪ] ~ on[dɪ] 
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sociolinguistic interviews from which Battisti et al. (2007) extracted their data17 in order to distin-

guish between derived [i] tokens that palatalized /t, d/ (totally unfaithful forms) and derived [i] 

tokens that did not palatalize (partially unfaithful forms) and, among the non-palatalized forms, the 

ones with [e] vowel (totally faithful forms). 

The corpus comprises 4,243 tokens of unstressed /e/ following /t,d/: 1,318 /te/ tokens, 2,925 

/de/ tokens. The data were recoded in order to distinguish three possible variant (output) forms of 

input /te/ and /de/ sequences: tokens in which both /e/ raising and palatalization occur (Outputs 

3 in Table 1); tokens in which /e/ raising occurs but palatalization does not (Outputs 2); tokens in 

which /e/ is preserved and palatalization does not occur (Outputs 1). The observed frequencies of 

the three possible variants in our sample of BP-AP are shown in Table 1. 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

The frequencies in Table 1 demonstrate that the output forms of /te/ and /de/ are highly faith-

ful to the input in BP-AP: the observed frequencies of the faithful mappings /te/→ [te] and /de/→ 

[de] are 86.2% and 96.6%, respectively. The community tends to preserve unstressed /e/ from rais-

ing. When raising is verified, it occurs more often in the environment of /t/ (13.8%), where 9.2% of 

the tokens are palatalized, 4.6% are not palatalized. Solely 3.4% of the tokens of /d/ exhibit vowel 

raising, from which 2% are palatalized and 1.4% are not palatalized.  

The frequencies obtained were informed in a script run in Noisy-HG (BOERSMA; PATER, 2008), a 

stochastic version of HG (LEGENDRE; MIYATA; SMOLENSKY, 1990) available in Praat (BOERSMA; 

WEENINK, 2020). Noisy-HG comprehends the same architecture as OT, but instead of assigning con-

straints to rankings, it assigns them numerical weights that will reflect on the harmony values of the 

output candidates. Candidates that are the most harmonic (i.e., which have the least negative harmony 

values) and obtain close harmony values (<1) are the variant forms produced by the grammar18. 

 
17 The seventeen sociolinguistic interviews that we re-examined here fit patterns #1 and #3 of palatalization proposed by Battisti 

and Dornelles Filho (2010).  

 

18 For a detailed account of Noisy-HG and its variations, see Hayes (2017). 

Input Outputs Frequency % 

/parte/ 
N=1,318 

1 par[te] 86.2 
2 par[ti] 4.6 
3 par[ʧɪ] 9.2 

/onde/ 
N=2,925 

1 on[de] 96.6 
2 on[di] 1.4 
3 on[ʤɪ] 2 

Total N 4,243 tokens 
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The script also contains the constraints used by Battisti and Dornelles Filho (2010) to model the 

factorial typology of palatalization that they propose. The seven constraints can be read as follows: 

*ti, assign a violation mark for each non palatalized /t/ before /i/; *di, assign a violation mark for 

each non palatalized /d/ before /i/; *t[i], assign a violation mark for each non palatalized /t/ be-

fore [i] raised from unstressed /e/; *d[i],  assign a violation mark for each non palatalized /d/ 

before [i] raised from unstressed /e/; *MID]σ, assign a violation mark to each mid vowel in un-

stressed syllable; IDENT(anterior), assign a violation mark to each input-output segment that does 

not have identical values for anteriority; IDENT(height), assign a violation mark to each input-output 

segment that does not have identical values for height.   

The following step was to inform the script the input forms, the output candidates and the vio-

lations each candidate incurs considering the constraints, as shown in Figure 5: 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The constraints in the tableau (Figure 5) are not ranked. The purpose of the violations’ tableau is 

providing the script with the constraint violations incurred by each output form. Take, for example, 

the output forms of the input /parte/: candidate par[te] is faithful to the input, it does not violate 

faithfulness constraints ID(hei) and ID(ant). It violates only the markedness constraint *MID]σ ̆  because 

this constraint does not allow output forms with mid vowel [e] in the output. Candidate par[ti] violates 

ID(hei) because the vowel in the output is not identical to the vowel in the input; it also violates *t[i] 

because the output was not palatalized by the high front vowel [i] derived from unstressed /e/. Can-

didate par[ʧɪ] is the least faithful: it violates both faithfulness constraints because both the vowel and 

the consonant were modified (the vowel was raised and the consonant was palatalized). 

With data frequencies, constraints and violations, the script is ready to be run in Noisy-HG via 

Praat. Differently from what was done with ORTO (GUTIERRES; BATTISTI; DORNELLES FILHO, 

2018), we did not need to split the data in two subsets and run the algorithm twice, once with rural 

area data and once with urban area data, to check effects of ‘place of residence’. In Noisy-HG, faith-

fulness constraints are implemented with a scaling factor, which scales solely this group of con-

straints up and down, resulting in faithful constraints contributing less to the harmony scores of 

unfaithful candidates (COETZEE, 2016, p. 229). Due to its stochastic implementation, the results the 

program provides are ranking values and selection values of the constraints, and negative harmony 

Input Outputs *ti *t[i] *di *d[i]   *MID]σ̆ ID(ant) ID(hei) 
/parte/ par[te]     *   
 par[ti]  *     * 
 par[ʧɪ]      * * 
/onde/ on[de]     *   
 on[di]    *   * 
 on[ʤɪ]      * * 
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values for the candidates, which indicate the most harmonic output (the most frequent observed 

form) and the less harmonic outputs that may be variably produced with the “winner”.  

 

 

 

4. Results and discussion 
 

Before presenting and discussing the results of the present analysis (of the data subset in hand, i.e., 

only /te, de/ input forms), it is important to say some words about the average grammar of BP-AP 

regarding palatalization of /t, d/. Figure 6 by Battisti and Dornelles Filho (2010) exhibits BP-AP 

grammar considering the whole database - 26,600 tokens of both palatalized (30%) and non-pala-

talized output forms (70%) from /ti, di, te, de/ input forms. 
 

 

 

   

 

 
 

  

In Figure 6, the numbers below the continuous scale indicate the selection points/numerical 

weights19 of the constraints (the higher the stricter, from left to right): *MID]σ ̆ is the highest ranked 

constraint (selection point: 108) and ID(hei) is the lowest (selection point: 94). The constraints are 

labeled above the numerical weights: *ti has a weight of 98, *di of 96, and ID(ant), *d[i] and *t[i] have 

all very close weights, around 100. 

One can see that the markedness constraint *MID]σ̆ (mid-vowels must be raised in unstressed 

positions) plays a crucial role in the community grammar. The positions of *MID]σ̆ and faithfulness 

constraint ID(hei) (no vowel raising) in the scale show that some change in the input-output mapping 

of mid vowels is expected in BP-AP. On the other hand, faithfulness constraint ID(ant) (no palataliza-

tion) and markedness constraints *d[i] and *t[i] overlap in the scale due to their weights (all around 

100), producing variation between palatalized and non-palatalized forms in /te, de/ contexts. 

 
19 Battisti and Dornelles Filho (2010) have performed their analysis by means of the GLA/Stochastic OT (BOERSMA; HAYES, 2001) 

via OTSoft (HAYES; TESAR; ZURAW, 2003). 
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As Table 1 above shows, however, the present analysis verifies that the rates of raising of mid 

vowel /e/ in BP-AP are not high in both /te/ (13.8% vowel raising) and /de/ (3.4% vowel raising) 

data. The observed frequencies provided to the Noisy-HG script and the ranking values of the con-

straints obtained by the program are exhibited Figure 7. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

The ranking values (Figure 7) lead us to the BP-AP community grammar of palatalization of /te, 

de/ forms (Figure 8). 

 
 

 

 

 

                    

  

 

Figure 8 indicates that markedness constraint *MID]σ ̆ and faithfulness constraint ID(hei) occupy 

the same position in the scale as they do in the full average palatalization grammar of BP-AP (Figure 

7), which includes /ti, di/ data. Markedness constraints *ti and *di assign violations to output forms 

with non-palatalized alveolar stops before underived /i/. They favor palatalization but play no role 

in the present analysis because it does not include data with underived /i/. The constraints in the 

gray area will be responsible for the generation of variable output forms from /te, de/ input forms 

because their numerical weight difference is <1. So when markedness constraints *d[i] or *t[i] are a 

bit higher than faithfulness constraint ID(ant), speakers produce palatalization (9.2% for /te/ struc-

tures and 2% for /de/ inputs); when ID(ant) moves up and gets a higher numerical weight than *d[i] 

and *t[i], speakers produce faithful forms, preserving /e/ and, as a consequence, not palatalizing 
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/t, d/ (86.2% [te] and 96.6% [de]. Besides these two variants (palatalization vs. /e/ preservation) 

there is a third option: unstressed /e/ elevation with no palatalization, which will soon be explained. 

The tableau in Figure 9 represents the constraint ranking and the processing of /te/ input forms 

in BP-AP grammar. 

 

 

   

  

 

 
 

 

The most harmonic candidate (par[te]) contains the highest (closest to zero, since harmony is 

shown as negative values) numerical value for harmony (-137.625). It is faithful to its input form (no 

violations in ID constraints) and incurs a single violation in *MID]σ ̆, regarding the realization of [e]. The 

output par[ti] contains violations in the last two constraints to the right, *t[i], which penalizes non-

palatalized /t/ before [i] raised from /e/, and ID(hei), which demands the output to be identical to 

the input in terms of vowel height. The palatalized candidate par[ʧɪ] presents more segmental trans-

formations in the input-output mapping required by markedness constrains (/t/ → [ʧ]; /e/ → [i]), 

which is why solely faithfulness constraints are violated by this candidate. The [ti] and [ʧɪ] outputs have 

harmony values whose difference is <1 (-146.531 and -147.180, respectively), so variation is manifested 

between these two candidates. In terms of a continuous scale, the grammar is illustrated by Figure 10. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 11 is the tableau that represents the constraint ranking and the processing of /de/ input 

forms in BP-AP grammar. 
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In Figure 11, the form on[de] is the most harmonic output, with a harmony value of -137.625, 

violating solely a markedness constraint that does not allow mid vowels to emerge. On[di] has a 

harmony of -149.810, not close enough (>1) to be variably produced along with on[ʤɪ], whose 

harmony is -147.180. It violates a markedness constraint that demands palatalization of /d/ (*d[i]) 

and a faithfulness constraint that requires identical vowel quality between input-output forms 

(IDhei). Variable palatalization is less likely to occur with /de/ tokens, and the palatalized output is 

more harmonic than the output with raised /e/ but non palatalized alveolar stop. Figure 12 

represents, in a continuous scale, the grammar of BP-AP that generates variable output forms from 

/de/ input forms.  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

The strength of unstressed /e/ preservation in BP-AP is verified in the frequencies observed 

(86.2% /te/ and 96.6% /de/) and represented in rankings in figures 12 and 14, where the most har-

monic outputs par[te] and on[de] lie on the extreme left side of the scale (the highest position), far 

enough from the other two marked candidates so that they do not engage in variation. 

The proximity of par[ti] and par[t∫i], on[di] and on[ʤɪ] in the scales (Figures 10 and 12) indicate 

that the third variant ([i] raised from /e/) is competing with palatalized forms. This competition is due 

to the movement of the faithfulness constraint ID(ant), as we see in the following tableaux (Figure 13).  
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The tableaux in Figure 13 basically present two constraint rankings, one that chooses the candi-

date that exhibits mid-vowel raising but no palatalization (/te, de/→ [ti, di] ranking): *MID]σ ̆  >> 

{*di, *ti, ID(ant), *d[i], *t[i] } >> ID(hei); and one that chooses the candidate with mid-vowel raising 

and palatalization (/te, de/→ [ʧi, ʤi] ranking): *MID]σ ̆ >> *ti >> *di >> *t[i] >> d[i] >> ID(ant) >> 

ID(hei). The constraints between { } in the /te, de/→ [ti, di] ranking are the ones that move up and 

down the scale and bring the candidates’ harmony values near, thus producing variation. The con-

straints in the /te, de/→ [ʧi, ʤi] ranking show a more stringent architecture, decrementing the 

value of faithfulness and thus generating the marked palatalized outputs.  

The non-strictness observed in the /te, de/→ [ti, di] ranking is due to the fact that the process 

of palatalization in fed by /e/ raising, since the realization of [i] creates the context for palataliza-

tion. We then understand that the production of palatalized forms stands for the ‘completion’ of the 

phonological process at hand, and that raised [i] raised outputs work as an ‘intermediate’ process, 

feeding palatalization. The low rates of palatalized forms and the high rates of /e/ preservation, 

both in the average grammar and in the subset grammar (/te, de/ corpus), indicate that palataliza-

tion is somewhat banned in unstressed /e/ environment for reasons that may not seem grammati-

cal, according to our initial hypothesis. 

Palatalization in BP-AP is socially constrained by the variable “place of residence” (BATTISTI et al., 

2007), where urban speakers tend to palatalize and rural speakers not to. The effect of “place of resi-

dence” is proven by the movement of ID(ant) in the scale, entailing variation. Faithfulness holds back 

both unstressed mid vowel raising and palatalization, and stands for Coetzee’s (2016) hypothesis that 

non-grammatical factors solely contribute towards the frequency with which certain forms are ob-

served. That being the case, ID(ant) is the faithfulness constraint affected by social conditioning in the 

variable palatalization in BP-AP: when ID(ant) ranking value is incremented, the grammar inhibits pal-

atalization; when it is decremented, the grammar produces palatalized /t, d/. Lower application rates 

of mid-vowel /e/ in the rural area by their turn interfere with such scaling effects on palatalization.  
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The non-grammatical conditioning of palatalization in BP-AP can be modeled as follows (Figure 

14). Considering faithfulness constraints (F) as an expression of the social constraint “place of resi-

dence”, the diagram in Figure 14 indicates that speakers from the urban area tend to palatalize, and 

speakers from the rural area tend not to, a pattern that has to do with lower rates of unstressed mid 

vowel /e/ raising.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

The more faithfulness constraints move down, the more speakers are likely to palatalize /t, d/. 

The more faithfulness constraints move up, the more likely speakers are to preserve the unstressed 

mid vowel /e/, which implies non palatalization. The grammar of variable /e/ raising seems, in a 

sense, to direct palatalization depending on the non-grammatical factor “place of residence” (urban 

or rural area) which either refrains or spreads the process.  

The analysis has demonstrated that the variable palatalization process in BP-AP is driven by both 

markedness and faithfulness constraints, where markedness favors palatalization and faithfulness 

inhibits it. Social effects on the grammar are played by faithfulness constraints, in which ID(ant) has 

been decisive in describing variable palatalization and providing a detailed framework for the vari-

ants observed in the speech community.  

 

 

             

5. Conclusion 
 

This study has tackled two issues priorly raised (GUTIERRES; BATTISTI; DORNELLES FILHO, 2018): 

(a) it tested the assumptions of Coetzee and Kawahara (2013) and Coetzee’s (2012, 2016) model re-

garding the role faithfulness constraints play in the grammar, determining the frequency with which 

linguistic forms are variably produced; (b) it included a third variant in the analysis of the variable 

palatalization in BP-AP, referring to the environment of unstressed mid-vowel /e/ (with raised [i] 

but no palatalization), highlighting the tendency of the BP-AP community to preserve the vowel and, 

therefore, not palatalizing alveolar stops in this environment.  

The analysis succeeds in clarifying not only the role of “place of residence” in the grammar of 

palatalization in BP-AP, but also the effect of the variable elevation of /e/, which feeds the process, 

in a pattern of language variation and change. As pointed out in previous analyses (BATTISTI; DOR-

NELLES FILHO, 2010; GUTIERRES; BATTISTI; DORNELLES FILHO, 2018), variation emerges from the 
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competition of grammars in the community (the urban and rural area grammars). From a computa-

tional perspective, runs of Noisy-HG model variable grammars and explain the effect of non-gram-

matical factors by means of scaling faithfulness constraints. 

Coetzee’s (2016) hypothesis was then confirmed: in a grammar-dominant, constraint-based 

model, grammar drives variation and non-grammatical factors contribute to the frequency variable 

forms are observed. According to the author, a comprehensive model of phonological variation is a 

model that can include, in the analysis of a phonological process, both the effects of linguistic con-

straints and social factors.  

Our investigation includes social and linguistic constraints together in the modeling of phono-

logical variation, a field yet to be more deeply investigated. It demonstrates how generative-based 

models are complying with recent findings of social investigations and the crucial part non-gram-

matical aspects play in the configuration of grammars. This seems to go along with the established 

assumption that the potential of a theory relies on its capacity to represent empirical data.  

At least two questions are yet to be explored. One has to do with the configuration of the com-

munity grammar. We are assuming multiple variable grammars competing in the speech community, 

in a sense that the two sub-communities (rural and urban) have separate, independent grammars 

that might converge to a core grammar once the process of palatalization is complete. But a different 

possibility would be that speakers share a single core production grammar and just differentiate by 

social constraints. Looking at perception grammar(s) in future studies may provide different hypoth-

eses to work on, since both rural and urban speakers talk to and understand each other in local social 

interactions. Another question refers to derived [i] coming from /e/ and its possible effect on pal-

atalization, a case of phonological opacity which most constraint-based models cannot handle due 

to their non-derivational nature. Both questions are left for future investigation.  
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